Welkom!

#FIRSTAMS2023
Agenda

• Thanks
• HIS STORY
• Introduction to FIRST
• Questions and Answers
Thanks to Recorded Future for the great socials!

And for the training

Thanks to the hosts: **Human Security & Cisco** for hosting
Our 11th FIRST TC in Amsterdam

www.first.org/events/colloquia/jan2006/
www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2013
www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2014
www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2015
www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2016
www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2017
www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2018
www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2019
www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2022
www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2023/
https://www.first.org/events/colloquia/amsterdam2024/
History

dFx, Phrack Magazine and cDc - Cult Of The Dead Cow proudly present:

The Fifth Annual

__narc__

Owned by cDc

www.cultdeadcow.com

by Personnel, Federal Agents, Virtual Realists, Modem Geeks, Freaks, KODE Warriors, WaReZ

ent Officials, Strippers, and

South

Boulevard

1 78704

FIEST
So back to FIRST

• Association of Incident Response and Security Teams
• Founded in 1990

• We enable incident responders
  • To engage with their peers
  • To have a shared understanding of security problems
  • By developing technologies and standards
  • By fostering an environment conducive to their work
CSIRTs collaborate informally. They need a high level of trust.
Global FIRST membership

715 teams in 108 countries
Global FIRST membership

715 teams in 108 countries
Global FIRST membership
675 teams in 103 countries
Membership

![Membership Graph](image_url)
Membership application process

01 IDENTIFY TWO SPONSORS
Identify a primary and secondary sponsor among existing membership. The FIRST Secretariat can help.

02 Self Assessment
Fill out the SIM3 self assessment.

03 SITE VISIT
Have the primary sponsor perform a virtual site visit to discuss the self assessment.

04 FIRST MEMBER REVIEW
- Application is sent to members
- Members provide input
- Any concerns are addressed

05 BOARD APPROVAL
- FIRST Board approves
- Pay membership fee
**Events**

**Conference**
- Flagship event
- Once per year, travels between regions
- ~ 1000 - 1100 attendees

**Symposia**
- Four per year
- In each major region (Africa, Europe, Latin America, Asia)
- Hosted by FIRST and often a partner

**Technical Colloquium**
- Organized by individual members
- National or regional event
- Typically 10-15 events per year
Questions?

gavin@humansecurity.com
first-sec@first.org
https://www.first.org